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Abstract: We consider a class of flavored dark matter (DM) theories where dark matter

interacts with the Standard Model lepton fields at the renormalizable level. We allow for a

general coupling matrix between the dark matter and leptons whose structure is beyond the

one permitted by the minimal flavor violation (MFV) assumption. It is assumed that this

is the only new source of flavor violation in addition to the Standard Model (SM) Yukawa

interactions. The setup can be described by augmenting the SM flavor symmetry by an

additional SU(3)χ, under which the dark matter χ transforms. This framework is especially

phenomenologically rich, due to possible novel flavor-changing interactions which are not

present within the more restrictive MFV framework. As a representative case study of this

setting, which we call “beyond MFV” (BMFV), we consider Dirac fermion dark matter

which transforms as a singlet under the SM gauge group and a triplet under SU(3)χ. The

DM fermion couples to the SM lepton sector through a scalar mediator φ. Unlike the case of

quark-flavored DM, we show that there is no Z3 symmetry within either the MFV or BMFV

settings which automatically stabilizes the lepton-flavored DM. We discuss constraints on

this setup from flavor-changing processes, DM relic abundance as well as direct and indirect

detections. We find that relatively large flavor-changing couplings are possible, while the

dark matter mass is still within the phenomenologically interesting region below the TeV

scale. Collider signatures which can be potentially searched for at the lepton and hadron

colliders are discussed. Finally, we discuss the implications for decaying dark matter, which

can appear if an additional stabilizing symmetry is not imposed.
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1 Introduction

With the natural interpretation of dark matter (DM) in terms of new particles and forces,

its existence [1] is among one of the striking indications of new physics beyond the Standard

Model (SM). While it is now known that DM constitutes around 85% of the matter in

the universe [2], we are still lacking a comprehensive understanding of its identity and

properties. Many theories of dark matter have been put forward, where the DM candidate

is identified with a neutralino, axion, sterile neutrino or some other new exotic (see [3] for a

review). Since the DM interactions as well as its mass remain unknown, it is important to

explore possible new signatures as well as constrains on various models. A very motivated

scenario is for dark matter to be a weakly interacting massive particle (WIMP), since it was

found that weakly interacting DM with a mass of around 100 GeV reproduces the observed
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relic abundance (“WIMP-miracle”). Such possibility has been extensively studied within

the context of low-scale supersymmetry (SUSY), where there are natural DM candidates

with the desired features [4]. However, with LHC strongly constraining minimal low-scale

SUSY extensions of the SM [5, 6], the above scenario becomes somewhat less appealing and

it is imperative to investigate more general or alternative frameworks. A popular approach

for analyzing generic phenomenological features of classes of theories is to study “simplified

models”. The simplified models constitute minimal extensions of the SM in terms of their

particle content and interactions. Such approach allows for a more direct comparison

between the model predictions and constraints from the experimental DM searches [7–9].

An interesting class of simplified DM models is associated with flavored dark matter

(see [10] for a review). Motivated by the approximate global SU(3) flavor symmetries

present in the SM, in these theories DM is charged under the flavor symmetry, comes in

multiple copies and couples to quarks or leptons. While there are also other scenarios where

sizable flavor violating effects can occur, such as models of sneutrino DM [11–15], neutrino

DM within the context of extra dimensions [16] or even more exotic possibilities [17], flavor

effects are not their main focus. Many studies of the flavored dark matter have concentrated

on quark-flavored DM [8, 18–20], which leads to interesting LHC phenomenology and which

usually has enhanced direct detection potential, since a tree level coupling of DM to the

target nuclei is possible. Lepton-flavored DM [18, 21], on the other hand, leads to very

different phenomenology, whose consequences have been less explored.

Since new contributions to flavor violating processes are very constrained, flavored DM

has been typically considered within the context of minimal flavor violation (MFV) [22].

Within the MFV framework the only source of flavor violation are the SM Yukawa cou-

plings, hence, flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) are automatically suppressed.

While this scenario is safe and by construction is in agreement with the experimental

constraints, it is overly restrictive for exploring new phenomenology. Since all forms of

matter in the SM have flavor, it is worthwhile to explore the possibility that dark matter

also has its own notion of flavor. Starting with an unrestricted flavor structure in the DM

coupling to SM fermions will allow us to quantitatively study how much freedom in flavor

transformations does the dark matter has. In a recent work of [23], the SM flavor sym-

metries have been extended by an additional global SU(3)χ symmetry. Within the model,

Dirac fermion DM χ transforms as a triplet under the SU(3)χ and as a singlet under the SM

group. The DM χ couples to the quark fields with a new Yukawa-like coupling λ through

a scalar mediator φ, which carries electroweak charge and is a triplet under the SM color

SU(3)C group. The main assumption of the model is that aside from the Yukawa couplings,

the only new source of flavor violation is λ. This generalizes the setup beyond that of MFV

(BMFV).1 The coupling λ is a priori not constrained and allows for large flavor violating

effects. On the other hand, lepton-flavored DM within BMFV has not been studied.

In this work, we consider lepton-flavored dark matter within the BMFV framework.

Specifically, the SM flavor symmetries are extended by an additional global SU(3)χ, under

which the DM transforms. As we will show, while the lepton flavor violating processes are

1The authors of [23] call this Dark MFV (DMFV).
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strongly constrained, there exists viable parameter space for DM to be within the several

hundred GeV range. We will also demonstrate that, contrary to the case of quark-flavored

DM within the MFV or the BMFV, there is no Z3 symmetry available within the model

to stabilize the lepton-flavored DM. Additionally, we will discuss how direct and indirect

detection limits the parameter space and how DM in our scenario can naturally account

for the 511 keV γ-ray excess. Then, we comment on several possible new signatures at the

lepton and hadron colliders. As we shall see, the lepton e+e− colliders provide one of the

more stringent constraints for both MFV and the BMFV scenarios. Finally, we discuss

the implications for decaying dark matter, which can occur if an additional stabilizing

symmetry is not imposed.

This manuscript is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the framework of minimal

flavor violation. We then extend it to BMFV and present a minimal model which satisfies

this hypothesis. We comment on the assumptions of the model, what will constitute the

MFV limit and also discuss how dark matter is stabilized within this setup. In section 3, we

study the constraints on the model from lepton flavor violating processes and discuss which

structure of the new Yukawa coupling λ will satisfy them, if the DM mass is to be kept in

the phenomenologically interesting region of few hundred GeV. We then discuss constraints

from direct and indirect detection and comment on lepton and hadron collider signatures

in MFV and BMFV models. The possibility of decaying dark matter is also considered.

In section 4, we present combined plots that include all experimental constraints and

summarize the work.

2 Lepton-flavored dark matter

2.1 Minimal Flavor Violation

We start by reviewing the framework of minimal flavor violation (MFV) [22]. In the SM,

there exists an approximate global GF = U(3)5 symmetry [24], with the group factors

U(3)Q,U(3)U ,U(3)D acting on quark fields Q, U c, Dc and the factors U(3)L, U(3)E acting

on the lepton fields L,Ec. The symmetry breaking is induced by the SM Yukawa couplings,

which provide different masses to different generations of quarks and leptons. The GF
symmetry can be decomposed2 into

GF ≡ SU(3)3
q × SU(3)2

l ×U(1)B ×U(1)L ×U(1)Y ×U(1)PQ ×U(1)ER , (2.1)

where

SU(3)3
q = SU(3)Q × SU(3)U × SU(3)D, (2.2)

SU(3)2
l = SU(3)L × SU(3)E . (2.3)

Here, the individual U(1) factors have been combined into the more familiar linear com-

binations of U(1)B, U(1)L, U(1)Y , U(1)PQ and U(1)ER which are identified with baryon

2Recall, that a unitary group U(N) can be separated into non-Abelian and Abelian components with a

group product U(N) ' SU(N)×U(1).
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SU(3)c SU(2)L U(1)Y SU(3)Q SU(3)U SU(3)D SU(3)L SU(3)E SU(3)χ

QL 3 2 1/6 3 1 1 1 1 1

uR 3 1 2/3 1 3 1 1 1 1

dR 3 1 -1/3 1 1 3 1 1 1

LL 1 2 -1/2 1 1 1 3 1 1

eR 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 3 1

H 1 2 1/2 1 1 1 1 1 1

φ 1 1 -1 1 1 1 1 1 1

χ 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 1 3

YU 1 1 0 3 3 1 1 1 1

YD 1 1 0 3 1 3 1 1 1

YE 1 1 0 1 1 1 3 3 1

λ 1 1 0 1 1 1 1 3 3

Table 1. Field content of the minimal lepton-flavored BMFV model.

(B) number, lepton (L) number, global hypercharge, Peccei-Quinn and the right handed

rotation symmetries.3 Neglecting the U(1) factors, we are left with a global Gf = SU(3)5

“flavor symmetry”. In the absence of the Yukawa interactions, the flavor symmetry is ex-

act. The breaking of the flavor symmetry is solely parametrized by the Yukawa couplings,

which is the only source of flavor violation within the framework of MFV.

2.2 Beyond the MFV

Going beyond the MFV framework, the BMFV setup adds an additional “flavor” SU(3)χ.

In our analysis we shall focus on the lepton-flavored dark matter. The dark matter χ,

which we assume to be a Dirac fermion, transforms as a triplet under the SU(3)χ symmetry

and is a singlet under the SM gauge group. The χ field interacts with the SM fermions

through a mediator φ, with a new Yukawa-like coupling λ. The mediator is charged under

the electroweak symmetry and transforms as a color singlet. The coupling λ is a priori

unconstrained and large flavor violating couplings are possible.

In principle, the DM χ can interact with either the left-handed SM SU(2)L doublet l

field or with the right-handed SM singlet eR. For simplicity, we will concentrate on the

latter case. Below, we present the full minimal model. The field content of the model is

provided in table 1, where we have also included the quark sector for completeness. Since

a Majorana DM mass term would violate the SU(3)χ symmetry, it is forbidden.

The complete renormalizable Lagrangian of our model is given by

L = LSM + iχ/∂χ−mχχχ− (λijeRiχjφ+ h.c.) (2.4)

+ (Dµφ)†(Dµφ)−m2
φφ
†φ+ λHφ(φ†φ)(H†H) + λφφ(φ†φ)2,

3The global U(1)Y factor coincides with the gauged U(1)Y in the SM. Hence, the “true” U(1) factor in

the SM global symmetry is U(1)4.
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where in order to systematically account for the flavor violating effects, the SM charged

lepton Yukawa coupling YE as well as λ have been treated as spurion fields, which also

transform under the symmetry group (see table 1).

2.3 Model assumptions, structure of λ and the MFV limit

We will now specify what constitutes the “MFV limit” within the BMFV framework. For

the case of lepton-flavored DM, to recover the MFV from BMFV, one simply has to identify

the SU(3)χ with either of the SM leptonic flavor symmetries, SU(3)E or the SU(3)L. The

parameters of the model will be restricted, in order to enforce consistency with the MFV

assumptions [18].

First, consider the case where SU(3)χ is identified with SU(3)E . The MFV expansion

of the DM coupling matrix λ and the χ mass matrix m, is given in terms of the SM charged

lepton Yukawa couplings YE as,

λMFV
ij = (α1 + β [Y †EYE ])ij , (2.5)

mMFV
ij = (mχ1 + ∆m [Y †EYE ])ij , (2.6)

where we have kept only the lowest order term in the expansion and α, β, mχ and ∆m are

the expansion parameters. On the other hand, if SU(3)χ is identified with SU(3)L, then

λMFV
ij will simply reduce to the charged lepton Yukawa coupling λMFV

ij = Ye, while the

mass term expansion will stay the same as above. It is assumed that any such expansions

are convergent.

To make the discussion concrete, one may choose the basis where the observed flavor

mixing in the SM is attributed to the flavor rotation in one sector only. For example,

in the quark sector, a common choice for the Yukawa matrices constitutes YD = λD and

YU = VCKMλU , which automatically satisfies the more stringent flavor constraints in the

down quark sector. Here, λD = (yd, ys, yb) and λU = (yu, yc, yt) are diagonal and VCKM is

the CKM matrix. In this parametrization, flavor violating contributions will only appear

through the off-diagonal CKM components, which will be present in the MFV expansion

of the model parameters due to the [Y †UYU ] terms. Similarly, in the lepton sector, it

is commonly chosen that the charged lepton Yukawa coupling YE is diagonal, with YE =

λE = (ye, yµ, yτ ). Hence, YE will not provide any flavor violating contributions in the MFV

expansion. Thus far, due to large uncertainty, we have omitted mentioning neutrino masses.

Assuming that neutrinos are Dirac fermions, the above discussion of quark Yukawas will

directly translate to the lepton sector. With a diagonal YE , all the lepton flavor violating

contributions will come from the off-diagonal elements of the PMNS mixing matrix, which

will appear in the MFV expansion through the [Y †ν Yν ] terms. The situation is slightly

different if neutrinos are Majorana, generally discussed within the context of the see-saw

mechanism [25]. For the remainder of this work, we will neglect the possible flavor violating

contributions from the lepton sector, since their size is negligible compared to the possible

contributions from the new DM coupling λ.

In the case of BMFV, unlike the MFV, coupling λ is a priori not restricted in its

form. Hence, both the diagonal (flavor-preserving) and the off-diagonal (flavor-changing)
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coefficients, can potentially be of O(1). Neglecting the SM Yukawa contributions, the mass

term expansion is now given in terms of λij as

mBMFV
ij = (mχ1 + ∆m [λ†λ])ij . (2.7)

Further, since there will be induced mass-splitting among the components in the DM

multiplet induced by the RGEs, ∆m is estimated to be [23]

∆m ∼
1

16π2
log
(m2

χ

Λ2

)
, (2.8)

where Λ is the UV-scale at which SU(3)χ gets broken. Detailed discussion regarding pos-

sible UV-completions of such scenario is beyond the scope of this work. Throughout our

analysis, unless otherwise stated, we will assume that the three components in the DM

triplet χ are highly degenerate in mass with ma ' mχ for a = 1, 2, 3.

2.4 Dark matter stability

To ensure DM stability, it is common to impose an additional symmetry which forbids DM

from decaying. In [26], it was pointed out that within the MFV framework, assuming quark-

flavored DM, there is a residual Z3 symmetry which automatically stabilizes the DM.4 The

argument was later extended [23] to the BMFV framework assuming quark-flavored DM.

It is then natural to wonder, if there is an analogous argument, in the context of either

MFV or the BMFV framework, for the case of lepton-flavored DM. As we will show below,

there is no residual discrete symmetry to automatically stabilize the DM for either of the

two of lepton-flavored DM scenarios.

Let us first discuss the more general BMFV framework. For the lepton-flavored DM,

the most general invariant operator involving the DM triplet χ, mediator φ as well as the

SM fields and the Yukawa spurions, which parametrize flavor symmetry breaking, is

ODM ∼ χ . . . χ . . . φ . . . φ† . . . L . . . L . . . eR . . . eR . . . YE . . . Y
†
E . . . λ . . . λ

† . . . G, (2.9)

where the dots signify an arbitrary number of insertions of a given field type and G schemat-

ically denotes the field combination which is itself invariant under the color SU(3)c and

which renders ODM invariant under the electroweak symmetry. Since the fields transform

in fundamental and anti-fundamental representations of the flavor SU(3) symmetries, the

product5 ODM results in an SU(3) singlet only if the number of the corresponding SU(3)

triplets 3 minus the number of the corresponding anti-triplets 3 is 0 modulo 3. This results

in a set of conditions, one for each SU(3) symmetry, which must hold for ODM to be an

invariant

(NL −NL +NYE −NY †E
) mod 3 = 0, for SU(3)L, (2.10)

(NE −NE −NYE +N
Y †E

+Nλ −Nλ†) mod 3 = 0, for SU(3)E , (2.11)

(Nχ −Nχ −Nλ +Nλ†) mod 3 = 0, for SU(3)χ, (2.12)

4Recall that ZN is the center of the SU(N) group. The residual Z3 symmetry in the quark-flavored DM

case is thus related to the centers of the SU(3)’s present in the model.
5Recall, the SU(3) singlets can be formed from the fundamental 3 and anti-fundamental 3 representations

via multiples of 3× 3× 3, 3× 3× 3 or 3× 3.
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where Nj denotes the number of insertions of the field j. Canceling the dependency on YE
and λ, we obtain

(Nχ −Nχ +NL −NL +NE −NE) mod 3 = 0, (2.13)

which can be interpreted as a condition on the field charges transforming under a Z3

symmetry.

Consider now the case with Nχ = 1, Nχ = Nφ = Nφ† = 0, which corresponds to oper-

ators that lead to dark matter decay. Since the Z3 invariance condition (2.13) can still be

satisfied, provided an appropriate combination of the lepton fields, the dark matter stability

is not ensured. This argument applies identically in the MFV framework, where SU(3)χ
is identified with either SU(3)E or SU(3)L. Since in the quark-flavored case of [23, 26]

there was an extra condition coming from the additional color SU(3)c, the final equation

for Z3 was further reduced. In that case, the above condition only has dependency on the

DM χ and mediator φ fields and not on the SM fermions, enabling the Z3 to stabilize the

dark matter.

Thus, we have shown that the Z3 symmetry which stabilizes quark-flavored DM, in

the MFV and BMFV settings, is not available for the lepton-flavored DM case. Hence,

we will assume that there is an additional Z2 which stabilizes the DM. Under this Z2

symmetry the χ and φ fields are odd while the SM fields are even and the dark matter

decay operators are consequently forbidden. The case of decaying dark matter will be

discussed in section 3.5.

3 Constraints and signals

Below, we discuss constraints as well as possible signals from the various sources related

to lepton BMFV as specified in section 2.2.

3.1 Flavor constraints

3.1.1 Lepton flavor violating processes

As the structure of λ in the BMFV is a priori unrestricted, unlike the case of MFV,

unsuppressed lepton flavor-violating (LFV) processes are possible and will occur through

the off-diagonal elements of λ. Assuming the flavor violating couplings λij (i 6=j) are sizable,

there are strong constraints on mediator mass mφ and dark matter mass mχ from the LFV

processes. As we will see, these LFV processes give rise to the most severe constraints on our

model in some parameter space. Lepton flavor violating processes have been extensively

studied, as shown by the stringency of the current experimental limits as well as the

expected sensitivities of future experiments, which can be found in [27–37]. Within BMFV,

processes such as µ→ eγ will arise at the 1-loop level, as displayed in figure 1. The effective

amplitude for this process can be expressed as

Mµ→eγ =
e

2mµ
ε∗αue[iσβαq

β(a
(µeγ)
R PL + a

(µeγ)
L PR)]uµ, (3.1)
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Figure 1. Contributing diagram for µ→ eγ.

where PR,L = (1 ± γ5)/2 are the projection operators, σµν ≡ i
2 [γµ, γν ], the ue, uµ are the

spinors that satisfy the Dirac equation, e is the electric charge, ε is the photon polarization

vector and the indices L,R in a
(µeγ)
L , a

(µeγ)
R refer to the electron chirality.6 This leads to

the branching ratio of

B(µ→ eγ) =
3π2e2

G2
Fm

4
µ

(|aµeγ)
L |2 + |a(µeγ)

R |2). (3.2)

With the current 90% C.L. experimental limit on the branching ratio being

B(µ→ eγ) ≡ Γ(µ→ eγ)/Γ(µtotal) < 5.7× 10−13, (3.3)

µ → eγ is one of the most constrained processes among various LFV channels. We will

thus focus our attention on this decay mode.

Within the SM [39, 40], various LFV processes are extremely suppressed, with the

predicted rate for µ→ eγ being of the order of 10−56 and arising through neutrino mixing.

On the other hand, going beyond the SM, sizable contributions to these channels often

are present. This is also the case for the MSSM, within the context of which µ → eγ

has been extensively studied [41]. As we discuss, the analytic result for µ → eγ for the

BMFV setting can be obtained directly from the MSSM, if the couplings are appropriately

identified between the two frameworks. The contributing µ → eγ diagrams in the MSSM

come from loops that involve sfermions and charginos/neutralinos. For the BMFV scenario,

we are interested in the sfermion-neutralino loop, which contains a neutral fermion and a

charged scalar and which we can interpret in terms of χ and φ. We note, that in order

to obtain the flavor violation within the MSSM, mass insertion terms must be present in

the loop (see for example [42]). This is also the case for the MFV, where the couplings

are nearly flavor diagonal. On the other hand, in the BMFV, the off-diagonal λ couplings

mediate this process directly. Taking the MSSM sfermion-neutralino loop and neglecting

the mass insertion term [38], the amplitude is

a
(µeγ)
R = −

m2
µ

192π2m2
φ

[
3∑
i=1

(λ∗1iλ2i)

]
F1(x), (3.4)

6We use the notation of [38], which has indices interchanged compared to the usual notation (see for

example textbook of Cheng and Li).
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where x = m2
χ/m

2
φ and λ∗1i, λ2i correspond to the electron and muon couplings of χi running

in the loop. The form factor F1(x) is given by

F1(x) =
2

(1− x)4

[
1− 6x+ 3x2 + 2x3 − 6x2 log x

]
. (3.5)

Labeling the components of the triplet field as χ1, χ2, χ3, the first two particles contribute

to the amplitude above with one diagonal and one off-diagonal coupling. On the other

hand, the χ3 contribution originates from purely flavor-violating off-diagonal λ elements.

If all λ couplings are taken to be 1,

λ0 =

 1 1 1

1 1 1

1 1 1

 ,

the lower limits on the DM mass mχ and the mediator mass mφ from the experimental

constraint on µ → eγ will lie in the uninteresting region of 10–50 TeV (see figure 2).

In order to have DM mass within the phenomenologically interesting parameter space of

several hundred GeV, some of the couplings will have to be suppressed. One possible choice,

is to assume that the diagonal λ couplings are dominant and are equal to 1, which will

allow to make a more direct comparison to the MFV scenario. In this case, to maximize

the LFV contributions, we set λ12 = λ21 = 0. This ensures that only χ3 mediates the

process. Taking the LFV couplings of χ3 to be λ23 = λ13 = 10−
3
2 , places the DM mass

below the TeV scale as desired.

Thus far, we have discussed six of the nine λ couplings, which are involved in µ→ eγ.

We can similarly restrict the remaining three couplings, which describe the τ lepton, by

looking at the constraints on τ → eγ and τ → µγ. Requiring that the DM mass is in the

range of a few hundred GeV, the remaining τ couplings are set to be 10−
1
2 while satisfying

experimental constraints on all LFV processes. The full structure of matrix λ for these

constraints is then given by

λ1 =

 1 0 10−
3
2

0 1 10−
3
2

10−
1
2 10−

1
2 1

 .

In figure 2, we show the constraints from LFV processes for two representative choices for

the structure of λ, the case λ = λ0, where all λ couplings are taken to be 1, as well as

the case of λ = λ1. We stress, that the above choice of λ1 is not unique. Suppressing the

diagonal elements would allow to enlarge the off-diagonal LFV couplings. As an example,

consider the coupling matrix λ2, whose structure is given by

λ2 =

 0 1 10−
3
2

1 0 10−
3
2

10−
1
2 10−

1
2 0

 .

The matrix λ2 is a variation of λ1, but with the diagonal entries set to 0 and off-diagonal

λ12 and λ21 terms set to 1. The structure of λ2 is manifestly non-MFV. Since constraints

on λ2 are similar to those on λ1, we will focus only on λ1 for the remainder of this work.
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Figure 2. The unshaded region above the dashed line indicates the allowed parameter space on

the mφ−mχ plane by the LFV constraints, for the choice of DM coupling matrix λ = λ0 (left) and

λ = λ1 (right).

3.1.2 Muon (g − 2)

The measured value [43] of the magnetic moment of electron is in a good agreement with

the SM predictions [44]. On the other hand, the measured value of the muon’s magnetic

moment [45, 46]

aexp
µ ≡ gµ − 2

2
≡ µµ

(e~/2mµ)
− 1 = (11659208.9± 6.3)× 10−10, (3.6)

differs from the SM calculations [47, 48] of aSM
µ = (11659182.8± 4.9)× 10−10 by

adiff
µ = aexp

µ − aSM
µ = (26.1± 8.0)× 10−10, (3.7)

which corresponds to around 3σ deviation. Proposed future experiments [49] aim at im-

proving the precision to 1.6× 10−10 (0.14 ppm).

While one cannot make a definite statements about this discrepancy at present, it can

still be of interest to explore it further by interpreting it as a possible sign of new physics.

This issue has been extensively studied in the MSSM [50–53], with the sfermion or gaugino

running in the loop. Its effective amplitude is obtained by identifying a
(µeγ)
L = a

(µeγ)
R = aµ

in the effective amplitude for µ→ eγ in equation (3.4),

Mµ =
e

2mµ
εαuµ[iσβαq

βaµ]uµ. (3.8)

It is worthy to note, that while the loop form factor will stay the same for both the magnetic

moment and µ → eγ, in the MSSM the two amplitudes are distinct. In MSSM, a mass

insertion terms is required to be present for the flavor-changing process, µ → eγ, but not

for the magnetic moment as it is flavor-conserving. This statement also holds for the case

of flavored DM models with the MFV assumption. On the other hand, within BMFV, the

results for the two processes will have the same general analytic structure, differing only

in the couplings. Hence, by properly replacing the coupling constants in the MSSM loop

contribution due to slepton and neutralino [52], the muon magnetic moment in our model

with BMFV can be obtained,

δaµ = −
m2
µ

192π2m2
φ

[
3∑
i=1

(λ∗2iλ2i)

]
F1(x), (3.9)
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where x and F1(x) are the same as in equation (3.4). Since in the BMFV case with a

general coupling matrix λ = λ0, all three components χi can couple to the muon, there will

be multiplied contributions to the muon magnetic moment compared to the MFV case [23]

or its “lepto-philic” DM [54] variation. However, all the extra contributions will come with

a negative sign and cannot account for the adiff
µ and the discrepancy only increases. Thus,

we shall not discuss this process further.

3.2 Relic abundance

Assuming that χ is a thermal WIMP dark matter, the relic abundance is found from the

annihilation rate to the SM particles. The dominant contribution comes from the t-channel,

through a mediator φ exchange, resulting in two leptons. The relic abundance calculation

in the case of MFV was already described in [18, 21]. Since in the BMFV case, each of

the DM particles χi can couple to the e, µ and τ leptons, additional contributions become

possible.

For a general case with multiple DM species of distinct masses, the relic density is

determined by the self-annihilation process, χaχa → lilj , where i, j label the lepton gener-

ation and a labels the DM type. Following the MFV calculation [18, 21] the s- and p-wave

annihilation cross-section is given by

1

2
〈σv〉χaχa =

1

2

[
(λ∗iaλjaλiaλ

∗
ja)m

2
χa

32π(m2
χa +m2

φ)2
(3.10)

+ v2
(λ∗iaλjaλiaλ

∗
ja)m

2
χa(−5m4

χ − 18m2
χam

2
φ + 11m4

φ)

768π(m2
χa +m2

φ)4

]
= s+ pv2,

where v is relative velocity of DM particles (∼ 0.3c at freeze-out). We review the standard

procedure for calculating the relic abundance in appendix A. Since within the BMFV the

flavor-violating off-diagonal couplings λij (i 6=j) can contribute, the total annihilation cross-

section will be enhanced. Due to the velocity suppression, we consider only the s-wave

contribution at the freeze-out.

On the other hand, in the case where the masses of the DM triplet components are

highly degenerate, with mχa ' mχb ' mχc , co-annihilation contributions become impor-

tant. This is the scenario assumed within this work. If the species-transforming processes

χali → χblj occur fast, all DM species are present at the freeze-out, and co-annihilation

dominates. As described in the appendix A, the effective annihilation cross-section, to a

good approximation [55], will then be

〈σv〉eff =
1

18

∑
i,j=e,µ,τ

 ∑
a,b=1,2,3

〈σv〉χaχb→lilj

 , (3.11)

where the sum is performed over the s-wave contributions of each channel. This result

is in agreement with [23], where quark-flavored DM with BMFV was considered. Equa-

tion (3.11) will apply for both BMFV and MFV. The difference between the two scenarios
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Figure 3. The solid curves correspond to values of mφ and mχ that give rise to the correct relic

abundance, for the choice of DM coupling matrix λ = λ0 (left) and λ = λ1 (right). For both cases,

comparison with MFV is also shown.

will come from the additional BMFV contributions in the sum, from the terms 〈σv〉χaχb→lilj
with a 6= i, b 6= j. With the effective cross-section taken to be

〈σv〉eff = 2.2× 10−26cm3/s, (3.12)

which approximately gives the correct observed relic abundance [56], themχ−mφ parameter

space can be constrained through equation (3.11). For simplicity, we have also assumed

that the regime of interest does not lie in the degenerate mχ−mφ parameter space region,

where ∆χφ ≡ (mφ−mχ)/mχ � 1 and that ∆χφ is near or below the freeze-out temperature

xF . To ensure DM stability, unless stated otherwise, we have assumed that mφ > mχ.

In figure 3, we show the relic abundance constraints for the coupling matrix λ choices

of λ0 and λ1. For a comparison, results for the case of MFV are also overlaid. As expected,

since λ1 has a similar structure as the flavor-diagonal MFV case, the relic abundance

constraints are comparable between the two. On the other hand, the λ0 scenario shows that

relic abundance constraints are greater than those of MFV, which is a direct consequence

of the increased number of open channels in the BMFV case where all the flavor-violating

λ couplings significantly contribute. We note that both MFV and BMFV cases considered

above are different from the setting of lepton MFV in [57], which focused on the region of

non-degenerate DM masses without the co-annihilation effects and which considered the

coupling to only one flavor at a time.

3.3 Detection

3.3.1 Direct detection

In the direct detection experiments, dark matter interactions with ordinary matter are

studied. For the case of lepton-flavored dark matter, unlike the case of quark-flavored

DM [18, 57], there is no direct tree-level coupling to the target nucleus. The only in-

teractions which may occur for lepton-flavored DM are the scattering from the target

electron [58] or through the photon exchange with the target nucleus which is a loop level

process. As the scattering from the target electrons is highly suppressed, we will con-

sider only the scattering off the target nucleus, which can occur in our model through the

depicted diagram shown in figure 4.
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Figure 4. Contributing diagram for the direct detection.

In principle, both spin-dependent (SD) and spin-independent (SI) DM interactions

can contribute, through a dipole-dipole coupling and a charge-charge/charge-dipole cou-

pling, respectively. For the lepton-flavored DM, the SI charge-charge contribution domi-

nates [18, 21]. The resulting DM-nucleon cross-section7 is

σNχ =
∑

j=e,µ,τ

c2
je

2

(
Z

A

)2µ2

π
, (3.13)

where Z is the charge of the nucleus, A is the atomic number, e is the electromagnetic

coupling and µ is the reduced DM-nucleon mass.8 The coefficients cj are given by [18]

cj = − e

(64π2m2
φ)

 3∑
k,l=1

(λ∗jkλjl)

[1 +
2

3
log

(
m2
lj

m2
φ

)]
, (3.14)

with mlj being the mass of the lepton j running in the loop. For the total cross-section

we have summed over the possible e, µ, τ contributions. Using the current result from

LUX9 [59], the constraints on the mφ−mχ parameter space is shown in figure 5 for λ = λ0

and λ = λ1.

3.3.2 Indirect detection (A): electron-positron fluxes

Indirect detection constraints for lepton-flavored DM originate predominantly from the

electron-positron flux. The AMS-02 measured [60] an excess in the position flux at high

energies, which is difficult to explain from purely astrophysical sources since they typically

produce electron-dominant flux. On the other hand, in DM scenarios such lepton-flavored

DM with either MFV or BMFV assumption, electrons and positrons are produced in equal

amounts and thus could potentially explain the excess. The main contribution to the AMS-

02 spectrum will come from DM annihilation into positrons, χaχb → e+e−. The secondary

positron production from µ+ or τ+ decays will result in a smeared momentum distribution

of the positrons and is thus weaker, especially given that majority of this region is already

7The DM-nucleus cross-section σT
χ is found from σT

χ = σN
χ ·A2.

8Reduced mass is given by µ = mχmN/(mχ +mN ), where mN is the mass of a nucleon.
9For Xenon, Z = 54 and A = 129.
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Figure 5. Allowed parameter space by the direct detection constraints from LUX for the choice of

DM coupling matrix λ = λ0 (left) and λ = λ1 (right).
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Figure 6. Allowed parameter space by the indirect detection constraints from electron-positron

fluxes for the choice of DM coupling matrix λ = λ0 (left) and λ = λ1 (right).

restricted from direct detection which is more sensitive than indirect detection. Thus, we

will only consider the channels with direct decays into e+e−. Following [61], the mφ −mχ

parameter space in our model with BMFV is constrained by the AMS-02 data similar to the

way where the constraint on SUSY DM decaying into e+e− is derived, after properly taking

into account the factor of 2 difference between the Dirac (as in our model) vs Majorana (as

in SUSY case) fermions in the annihilation cross section. The results are shown in figure 6,

for the two choices of coupling matrix λ0 and λ1. For this figure, we have used the e+e−

data of [62] and considered only the χaχb → e+e− channels.

3.3.3 Indirect detection (B): γ rays

In addition to the position flux, the annihilation cross section is also bounded by the limits

on the γ-ray sources. The γ-rays can arise from various processes. These include the

annihilation channel through lepton-anti-lepton intermediate state, χaχb → l+i l
−
j → γ.

The production of photons can also arise through the hadronic τ decay channels such as

τ → π+π0ν,10 followed by π0 → γγ, which turns out to be the dominant contribution.

In figure 7, we present the constraints from the γ-ray flux on the χaχb → τ+τ− channel,

which are based on simulations [63] consistent with Fermi-LAT data. We show results for

both λ0 and λ1, which turns out to be less stringent than those from the direct detection.

10This is the main τ decay channel, with a branching ratio of 25.52%.
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Figure 7. Allowed parameter space by the indirect detection constraints from γ-ray fluxes, for the

choice of DM coupling matrix λ = λ0 (left) and λ = λ1 (right).

While the γ-ray constraints are not overly stringent, there have been several (potential)

observations of γ-ray line excesses which may be interpreted in the context of DM. Many

proposals have been put forward as a potential explanation for the recently observed galac-

tic 3.5 keV X-ray excess [64, 65]. Within the lepton-flavored dark matter framework [61],

one possibility is to consider the energy release after one DM species decays to another

through a flavor changing process χa → χbγ at one loop, with the energy of γ identified

with the mass splitting of the species ∆mab = ma −mb. Another possibility is the decay

χa → χblilj due to flavor preserving couplings, where the lepton is identified with a neu-

trino if the mass splitting ∆mab is smaller than 2me. Generally, the former dominates over

the latter, given that the latter case is further suppressed by the 3-body decay phase space

as well as additional powers of loop lepton masses. The mass splitting required to explain

the 3.5 keV γ-ray line can be generated within the lepton-flavored DM framework with

MFV [61]. At the leading order the χa masses are degenerate due to the flavor symmetry

both in the MFV and BMFV cases. On the other hand, the splitting among the χa masses

is induced at the one-loop level through wave-function renormalization, which will depend

on the loop charged fermion masses. This will induce several γ-ray lines with closely spaced

frequencies proportional to mass splitting, given by

δw = w(χτ → χe)− w(χτ → χµ) ≈ w0(m2
µ/m

2
τ ), (3.15)

where w(χτ → χe) and w(χτ → χµ) are the frequencies for the transitions χτ → χµ and

χτ → χµ, respectively. The parameter w0 is the average χτ line frequency, which if taken

to be 3.5 keV to explain the excess will result in δw ' 12.4 eV. Hence, not only will the

excess be explained but there will be an eV level line splitting at 3.5 keV.

Similarly, we can use the same argument to address the long standing 511 keV γ-ray

excess observed by SPI/INTEGRAL [66, 67] in the Galactic Center. By setting w0 = 511

keV in (3.15), there will be an induced splitting δw ' 1.82 keV, which is still consistent

with the observed broadening of several keV around the 511 keV line [67] and will require

future experiments to settle the question if such features are indeed present.
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Figure 8. (left) Mediator pair production at hadron colliders. (right) Production cross-section as

a function of the mediator mass for LHC as well as FCC.

3.4 Collider searches

We will now comment on hadron (pp) and lepton (e+e−) collider searches, emphasizing

the difference between MFV and BMFV scenarios. For our studies, we have estimated

cross-sections at the parton level using MadGraph5 [68], with the flavored DM models

implemented via FeynRules [69]. Since the final states of interest are associated with

leptons, hadronization and associated showers can be neglected. We will mention possible

backgrounds only in passing, with a detailed background estimates and analysis for various

scenarios left for future work. In the simulations, unless stated otherwise, we have used

the extreme case of λ0 to represent BMFV, in order to highlight the difference with MFV.

3.4.1 Hadron colliders

The most sensitive hadron collider signals for the lepton-flavored DM come from Drell-

Yan production of the mediator pair through Z and γ with χχl+l− final state, giving a

signature of same flavor, opposite sign di-lepton plus missing energy (l+l− + MET). The

general sensitivity of these searches can be seen from the mediator production cross-section,

as shown in figure 8, which is the same for both MFV and BMFV. The results for LHC

(
√
s = 8 and 14 TeV), in the mass region below 1 TeV, are in agreement with [18, 21]. For

potential future studies, we have extended the considered mass region and also shown the

results for the proposed far future circular collider (FCC) operating at
√
s = 100 TeV.

In general, BMFV will have enhanced di-lepton signal over that in the MFV case,

due to the existence of additional contributing χ channels. Note that l+l−+ MET is

also the standard signature for SUSY slepton searches. Hence, based on slepton search

analyses from ATLAS [70] and CMS [71], the constraints on the flavored DM model can be

obtained [18, 21, 54]. As an illustration, in figure 9 we display both MFV and BMFV cases

for the simplest final state of e+e− at LHC (14 TeV), assuming two representative scenarios

of mχ = 10 GeV and mχ = 50 GeV. We anticipate that the upcoming LHC 14 TeV run

will provide additional constrains on the parameter space in this region. Results for other

lepton final states are similar.

On the other hand, the multi-flavor lepton final state (e.g. e±µ∓) in SUSY result from

chargino production. Since the event topologies for the chargino production and flavored-
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Figure 9. Comparison of MFV and BMFV cross sections for pp → e+e− production at the LHC

(14 TeV), assuming mχ = 10 GeV and mχ = 50 GeV.
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Figure 10. (left) Contributing diagram for e+e− collider mono-photon channel. (right) LEP

mono-photon channel cross-section.

DM differ, the two cannot be mapped directly to each other. The main background in

these searches comes from di-boson (WW,ZW,ZZ) as well as top production. Additional

signatures could come from taus in the final state, and these would be the main collider

search channels which could discriminate between BMFV (with λ1 or λ2) and MFV, due

to large off-diagonal couplings involving τ . These channels, however, are less sensitive than

the others, due to high background contamination and lower efficiency [72].

3.4.2 Lepton colliders

For e+e− lepton collider at LEP (
√
s = 200 GeV), one of the best discovery channels is

e+e− → χχγ with search signature of a mono-photon plus missing energy (γ+ MET). A

possible contributing diagram as well as general parton-level cross sections are shown in

figure 10. While proper comparison without detailed analysis is difficult, from figure 9

and 10, it is evident that constraints from lepton collider are more significant. In fact, it

has been pointed out that using effective field theory (EFT) approach [73], in the context

of lepto-philic DM with a charged scalar mediator, similar to MFV and BMFV models we

consider, the LEP DELPHI experiment results [74] restrict the DM mass to be & 100 GeV

and mediator mass to be above several hundred GeV. The dominant background for this

search, is the e+e− → Zγ process, with Z decaying invisibly via Z → νν.
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Figure 11. Contributing diagram for e+e− collider fermion pair production channel.

Aside from the mono-photon searches, for the case of lepton-flavored DM with a

charged scalar mediator, the fermion pair production is important. A diagram that can

lead to fermion pair production is shown in figure 11. In fact, recent EFT analysis [75]

shows that LEP fermion pair production constraints [76] are competitive with mono-photon

searches and limit the mediator mass in the region of several hundred GeV and DM mass

below 100–200 GeV. Additional advantage of searching in these channels is that it pro-

vides a way to test the flavor violating couplings, which is not possible in the mono-photon

channel as this channel only probes DM coupling to electrons. In BMFV one can expect

processes with multi-flavor lepton final state such as e+e− → µ+e−, with χ and φ running

in the loop. The scenario can thus be tested by searching for multi-flavor lepton final state.

Past experimental searches mainly focused on single flavor lepton final state and thus these

channels are not as constrained.

Looking into the future, the proposed International Linear Collider (ILC) with the

collision energy of
√
s = 500 GeV is expected to probe [75] the TeV region in mφ,mχ

parameter space, thus putting stringent bounds on the model.

3.5 Decaying dark matter

Having investigated the constraints and signals for the case of stable dark matter, we will

also briefly discuss decaying dark matter. As we have shown in section 2.4, there is no

“natural” stabilizing symmetry for dark matter present within the lepton-flavored MFV

or BMFV scenarios. Hence, if one is to ensure DM stability, an extra symmetry such

as the Z2 symmetry mentioned in section 2.4 must be imposed ad hoc. On the other

hand, without such stabilizing symmetry, our framework provides an interesting setup for

studying decaying dark matter. As has been stressed in the recent literature, decaying dark

matter can lead to novel experimental signatures, especially for indirect detection [77].

To obtain effective operators for decaying DM, we have scanned for gauge invari-

ant terms which obey the constraints of equations from section 2.4, using a custom

Mathematica code. The smallest operators which contain a single DM χ field (Nχ = 1)

are 4-fermion dimension-6 terms with one lepton. We found four combinations of such

operators, corresponding to decays

χ→ lepton + meson (3.16)
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to which many combinations of couplings can be added to make them invariant. Assuming

a minimal combination of couplings, these are:(
λYDY

†
U

Λ2

)
χeRdRuR =⇒ χ→ e+π− (3.17)(

λYEYD
Λ2

)
χdRLQ =

(
λYEYD

Λ2

)
χdR{νLdL − eLuL} =⇒ χ→ νπ0 , χ→ e+π− (3.18)(

λYEY
†
U

Λ2

)
χuRLQ =

(
λYEY

†
U

Λ2

)
χuR{νLdL − eLuL} =⇒ χ→ νπ0 , χ→ e+π− (3.19)(

λY †E
Λ2

)
χeRLL =

(
λY †E
Λ2

)
χeR{νLeL − eLνL} =⇒ χ→ νe+e− (3.20)

where we have suppressed the flavor indices and taking for illustrative purposes first gener-

ation particles, displayed the possible processes on the right. Since there exists a similarity

between our DM χ and SUSY neutralino, the channels which appear above are analogous

to those of decaying neutralino [78] in R-parity violating (RPV) MSSM. Namely, with

lepton number (L) violating RPV operators LQd and LLe, neutralino could also decay via

χ→ νdd, χ→ edu and χ→ νee.

For the decaying DM to be consistent with observation, its lifetime must be longer

than the age of the Universe, τuniv. ∼ 4.3 × 1017s. For the above 4-fermion operators, the

lifetime is given by [79]

τχ ∼ 1026s

(
1

f(λ, λ†, Y, Y †)

)2(TeV

mχ

)5( Λ

1015 GeV

)4

(3.21)

where we have included the couplings using a function f(λ, λ†, Y, Y †), which denotes the ap-

propriate combination of λ’s and Yukawa’s such that a given operator is rendered invariant.

In general, decaying dark matter can lead to indirect detection signals coming from

gamma rays [80–83], neutrinos [84–87], electrons/positrons [88–92] and anti-protons/anti-

deuterons [93–97]. From the above channels, if mχ is not very high (mχ ∼GeV), the

χ decay will result in a prompt hard lepton as well as several softer leptons or gammas

coming from the meson decay. If mχ �GeV, energetic quarks will lead to hadronizing

jets resulting in a platitude of even softer leptons or gammas.11 Decaying DM with a

hard charged lepton can in principle be used to explain (for example, see [77, 98]) the

positron flux excess observed by Pamela [99] and AMS-02 [60]. On the other hand, very

heavy (mχ ∼ 100 TeV) DM with a prompt energetic neutrino, which can also appear

within our setup, can have implications for neutrino observatories such as IceCube or

Super-Kamiokande [100]. Additionally, gamma ray signals have already been extensively

analyzed by the Fermi LAT [101] and HESS [102] experiments. Future experiments, such as

CTA [103], will allow to further investigate the parameter space for heavier DM. Analyses of

decaying DM with such signatures already exist in the literature [104–106]. The constraints

that we have obtained from the previous sections, especially those from flavor, restrict the

11In this case, there will also be additional constraints from astrophysics, such as those from the anti-

proton flux. We would like to thank Tim Tait for stressing this point.
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Figure 12. Allowed parameter space for the coupling choice of λ1, after the constraints from LFV,

relic abundance, direct and indirect detection have been combined.

allowed structure in the coupling λ. Hence, an astrophysical analysis will result in the

allowed parameter space for mχ and Λ. A detailed study of decaying dark matter and the

implications of astrophysics, however, is beyond the scope of the present work and is left

for future analysis.

4 Summary

In summary, BMFV lepton-flavored DM which transforms under additional flavor SU(3)χ
symmetry, provides an interesting possibility to explore and contrast with MFV. In the

literature it has been pointed out that for quark-flavored MFV and BMFV scenarios there

is a readily available Z3 symmetry which stabilizes the dark matter. We have shown, that

for lepton-flavored MFV and BMFV scenarios this is not the case, and one needs to impose

an additional symmetry, such as Z2, to stabilize it. Unlike the case of MFV, in BMFV,

large flavor-violating effects are possible. We have considered flavor, direct and indirect

detection as well as relic abundance constraints and on figure 12 show the combined result

for a representative BMFV model based on λ1 couplings, which allows us to have mχ,mφ in

the several hundred GeV range. The most stringent constraints are those from the flavor-

violating processes, and we can see that near term new experiments will have the possibility

to eliminate a large region of parameter space below TeV for the BMFV model with λ1,

while keeping MFV-based scenario safe. We have also noted that if we are to assume that

lepton-flavored DM MFV based scenario can explain the 511 keV line splitting, following

the explanation of the 3.5 keV line in the recent literature, it is expected that there will be

a sizable (∼ keV) line-splitting induced near 511 keV. In the BMFV case, due to the lack of

constraints on the coupling matrix λ, the predicted splitting is not as definite. This splitting

may be of interest for the future indirect-detection experiments. Finally, the previous works

on MFV based lepton-flavored DM mainly considered hadron collider di-lepton signals. On

the other hand, our parton-level cross-section simulations as well as EFT considerations in
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the recent literature, show, that lepton e+e− collider constraints from mono-photon and

fermion pair production are stronger and are competitive among each other. Finally, we

have outlined possible implications for decaying DM, if an additional stabilizing symmetry

has not been imposed.

A Calculating the relic abundance

We briefly review relic abundance calculation (see [107] for details) and comment on co-

annihilation effects. Consider several DM species χa, χb with distinct masses mχa ,mχb .

For χa, the relic abundance is determined by the self-annihilation process, χaχa → lilj ,

where li is SM lepton of generation i. This is done by solving the Boltzman equation for

evolution of the DM number density na

dna
dt

= −3Hna − 〈σv〉aa[n2
a − (neq)2], (A.1)

where H is the Hubble parameter governing expansion of the universe is equal to H =

(8πρ/3MPl)
1/2, neq is the χa number density at equilibrium, 〈σv〉aa is the thermally aver-

aged annihilation cross-section times the relative velocity. In the non-relativistic approxi-

mation, neq is given by

neq ≈ g
(
mχaT

2π

)3/2

e−mχ/T , (A.2)

where T is the temperature and g the number of degrees of freedom (g = 4[2] for Dirac

[Majorana] fermion). Before the thermal averaging, in the non-relativistic limit one can

expand the cross-section σ = s + pv2, thus separating 〈σv〉aa into the non-relativistic (s-

wave) and relativistic (p-wave) components.

For a single DM species present at the freeze-out, the relic abundance in terms of s-

and p-wave components is approximately

Ωχh
2 ≈ 1.07× 109

GeV

1

Mpl
√
g∗

(
xF

s+ 3(p− s/4)/xF

)
, (A.3)

where Ωχ is the present-day mass density divided by the critical density ρc,
12 h is the

normalized expansion rate and xF is the freeze-out temperature. Here, xF is given by

xF =

[
5

8

√
45

8

(
g√
g∗

)
Mpl

π3

mχa(s+ 6p/xF )
√
xF

]
, (A.4)

where in the above Mpl is the Planck scale given by Mpl = 1.22 × 1019 GeV and g∗ is the

temperature-dependent number of relativistic degrees of freedom at the freeze-out, taken

here to be g∗ = 86.25 (as in [57]). Fitting the relic abundance to the observed value of

Ωχh
2 = 0.1199 ± 0.0027 from WMAP [108] and Planck [109], we obtain the allowed dark

matter parameter space.

12The critical mass density, which corresponds to a flat universe, is given by ρc = 3H2
0M

2
Pl/8π = 1.0539×

10−5h2GeV cm−3, where H0 = 100h km s−1Mpc−1 is the normalization of the expansion rate.
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For several DM species χa and χb with semi-degenerate masses, where mχb & mχa ,

the relic density can be dominantly controlled by the co-annihilation process, χaχb → lilj
(i, j = generation). Then, all χb decay into the stable DM candidate χa, giving rise to the

relic density in the universe today.

On the other hand, if the mass splitting between the species is very small, (mχa −
mχb) < xF /20, co-annihilation effects become important. Assuming small splitting and

that flavor changing processes xali → xblj occur fast, all of the states are present in the

freeze-out and co-annihilation dominates.13 The Boltzman equation has the same form as

for single DM species and the relic abundance will not be strongly affected. At this point

it is useful to define the effective cross-section, which for Dirac fermion DM as considered

within this work, reads [112]

〈σv〉eff =
1

2
〈σv〉. (A.5)

Then, the effects of co-annihilation are taken into account [55] (see also [16]) as

σeff =

N∑
i,j

σij

(
gigj
g2

eff

)[
1 + ∆i

]3/2[
1 + ∆j

]3/2
e−x(∆i+∆j), (A.6)

where ∆i = (mi −m1)/m1 is the mass difference between the 1st and i’th DM particle, gi
are i’th relativistic d.o.f and geff are the effective d.o.f., given by

geff =
N∑
i=1

gi

[
1 + ∆i

]3/2
e−x∆i . (A.7)

From the above, for highly degenerate DM with mi ≈ mj , as we have assumed for out

model, we can take ∆i = 0, resulting in

σeff =

N∑
i,j

σij

(
gigj∑
a g

2
a

)
. (A.8)
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